
Guide to writing and using spec macro/script files 
Some experiments may require the repetition of many commands or the control of multiple 

components in a predictable sequence. In this case, we can write a macro/script file to automate 

portions of the experiment. The file will execute each line in descending order. 

Writing a macro 
Macros are written as plain text files with the .mac file extension. You can use any text editor (eg. 

Notepad, vim, etc.) to write and save. Each line contains a single command or multiples separated by a 

semicolon. Comments are preceded by the hashtag (#) symbol and will not be run as commands. 

Using a macro 
Once the macro is saved, you will need to navigate the spec terminal to the same folder to run it. The 

spec environment recognizes the shell environment commands which, be default, is bash. The sequence 

of terminal commands to navigate to the correct folder and run a macro will be listed here: 

 

Imagine you have written a macro on the Windows computer and have saved it here: 

P:\bl1-5\folder\subfolder\my_first_macro.mac 

Command for spec in Linux computer Explanation 

cd ~/data/folder/subfolder change directory to your macro file location 

qdo my_first_macro.mac read in the macro file and start 

 

 

Optional: 

You can bracket the macro with a definition like so: 

def my_first_macro ‘{ 
 
#relative movement of motor “rail3_x” 10 mm in the positive and negative directions 
mvr rail3_x 10 
 
mvr rail3_x -10 
 
}’ 

This allows for qdo to read the entire file into spec, but not immediately execute. The macro can then be 

invoked at any time in the future as “my_first_macro”. 

  



Here are two examples of macros used at BL1-5: 
#Simultaneous SAXS/WAXS measurement 
 
#Enable both Mar165 SAXS and Pilatus 100k WAXS detectors 
mar_enable; pd enable 
 
#Specify the file paths and file names to save the data 
#SAXS 
mar netroot folder/subfolder1/subfolder2/filename 
#WAXS 
newfile ~/data/folder/subfolder1/subfolder2/filename 
 
#the WAXS detector requires a separate save command for reasons 
pd savepath ~/data/folder/subfolder1/subfolder2/ #WAXS 
pd save 
 
#Take a series of images with sleep time ex. loopscan [time] [num images] [sleep] 
loopscan 30 5 60 
 
mar_disable; pd disable 

#SAX measurement with motor movement 
 
pos1 = 1 
pos2 = 2 
 
mar_enable 
mar netroot folder/subfolder1/subfolder2/filename 
 
mv rail3_x pos1 
loopscan 30 5 60 
 
mv rail3_x pos2 
loopscan 30 5 60 
 
mar_disable 

 

 


